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Summary

This analysis defines and explains the ultimately regulating principles of justice theory over 2500 years East and West, critically focusing on leading modern and contemporary philosophies of justice in developing a life-coherent understanding of what each is due across cultures.

10.1. Recovering the World’s Lost Life-Value Bearings

The major cognitive problem of contemporary civilization is, as we have seen, the failure to understand the common life-ground beneath selves and money sequences. At the most general level, the myriad partial perspectives within which global market culture is confined resemble the blind men of ancient Vedic lore. None can recognize the whole elephant of which each can feel only a part. One feels a thick snake-like being, another feels a sharp horn, another a tree trunk, and so on. The unified reality...
Today the elephant that cannot be seen is the money-sequence rule system joined across the individuals and cultures of the world. Its inner logic of justice is by rights and duties of money demand possession, exchange and growth. Wars are fought to universalize it, people rise and fall by success or failure in serving its rule system, and ‘necessary sacrifices’ propitiate its ‘iron laws’. While no-one denies this ‘global market system’, its status as a system of morality and justice is generally unexamined in philosophy. As we will continue to find in the analysis ahead, mainstream moral and political thought blinker it out, while economic science presupposes its prescriptions as akin to laws of physics.

**10.1.1. System-Deciding Choice Space: The Life-Value Plane We Need to Reclaim**

Although they remain generally unexamined, society’s actually regulating principles of morality and justice are the deciders of society as a self-organizing life system. They are **generalized instituted decisions with stakes of better or worse life for all they regulate** - humanity’s ultimate choice space, but normally presupposed as givens.

As explained in Section 9.10.2, the social subject of the rules by which we live has been abdicated to a money-sequence system of dictates conceived as “economic laws”. By this conception, the choice space of deciding the rules by which we ought to live is denied even to exist.

Yet we also know from prior analysis that where social rules are not consciously steered by common life interests, they are life-destructive - from rituals of child mutilation and malnourishment amidst plenty to the natural environment as industrial looting basin and sink. When social ordering is life coherent, in contrast, its rule system protects common life interests and is binding on all - from universal obligations of child care and social programs for the deprived to enforced environmental laws and free wildlife spaces. Such social ordering follows the life-coherence principle proposed by life-value ontology, but this life-grounded understanding is not yet recognized in the reigning philosophical traditions.

Around and between these poles, social rules and norms prove invalid or valid in fact by life-value standards of judgment. Yet while ruling value systems are the primary frames of all of society’s rules and norms, they are seldom examined as moral or justice systems. Rather each is presupposed by those living within it as a silent first premise of acceptable discussion. Or utopian schemes are fabricated which bracket out the reigning order a-priori, as we see ahead. Questions do not arise within received philosophy as to the rightness of the ruling system of justice itself - even if, for example, 1% of the population controls over 90% of society’s wealth and seeks by the system’s rules to further maximize its private enrichment whatever the deprivations of the majority of their society. As we will see, a standard position in philosophy as well as the wider world is that such a situation benefits the least well off by trickle-down wealth creation. On the other hand, those who repudiate this ruling system may be attacked as heretics were once pursued for blasphemy. Very little work in contemporary philosophy, or ever, has raised this issue itself, the justice or morality of the ruling order.
The social rule system by which we live, what we ultimately are as a society, may most of all need inquiry into its morality and justice, but it is rarely examined as a unified value system. Although the given system is typically assumed as regulating for the common good better than any possible alternative, this is an assumption which cannot bear life-value scrutiny, as we have seen. So what are the theories of justice which stand out over human history and today? Can we discern any underlying pattern to understand them more clearly across differences and cultures? And can we in the light of life-value analysis identify in principle exactly where they go wrong and how their blind-spots may be overcome?

10.2. Marx and the Missing Life-Coherence Principle

While philosophers have discussed in abstracto what a just social order means since Plato’s great classic The Republic, they have revealingly done so by ideal constructions not connected to the surrounding social order – that is, until Karl Marx almost 2500 years after Plato. He certainly called the ruling system into question, but was barred from academic appointment and his ideas have been widely distorted almost out of recognition. To be uncontroversially brief, Marx proposed a worker-run communist society once industrialization had developed the means of production to a level where private appropriation of profit was less productive than social ownership, and, at this point, he claimed, it must be “inevitably” revolutionized to serve human development instead.

The problem, as we have seen in prior chapters, was that the master equation of productive force advance to human development - an underlying equation which Marx shared with mainstream economics - was not critically examined. Rather more productivity was the ultimate value imperative with the needs and capacities it was meant to serve not spelled out to ensure that technological-industrial development served them, as opposed to subjugating them to its internal dictates (e.g., by mass assembly-line method and technological substitution for Nature). This issue was covered in general by Section 5.19.

10.2.1. Life Coherence Principle Missing on All Levels

While Marx’s ultimate ideal is famously “from each according to his ability, to each according to his needs”, there have been three major problems with his inherited principle.

1. “Needs” themselves have remained without criterion or definition. Thus damaging habits conceived as needs may qualify as benefits, leading to disabling consequences and disputes.

2. The “ability” expected from each is not grounded in human life capacities. Thus dehumanizing use of abilities can be obliged, allowing for industrial subjugation, inter alia;

3. There is no principled linkage between the needs provided for (benefits) and the abilities given (duties) to ensure system life coherence. Thus the principal issue of social
justice is missing, as well as defined criteria of its burden-benefit sides.

In short, the life coherence principle – consistency with human and ecological life requirements - has not been satisfied on the three most fundamental levels. These are not merely academic matters. Marx in fact affirmed ‘need’ growth with no limit (e.g., cigarettes and mansions for all if that was the norm), and he uncritically assumed that the productive development conditioning these ‘needs’ was itself the inexorable determiner of humanity’s social and historical advance. Governing life-value standards were nowhere defined, and in any case were trumped by Marx’s productive-force determinism. Human subjugation by technological growth and its system demands was not conceived as an issue, but only the issue of class control. The life coherence principle of social organization of benefits and burdens was not conceived as system regulator. Principles of justice themselves were dissolved into the state superstructure and “the ruling ideas of the ruling class”.

10.2.2. Productive Force Development as Determiner Trumps Morality and Justice

In the heat of revolutionary creation, Marx assumed that all would fit inevitably together in the end, led by what he saw as humanity’s productive telos. In this respect, he provided peerless scientific comprehension As opposed to slaveholders and idealists’ exploring the mind’s structure and the world as eternal designs, he became so suspicious of any ideal not promoting the proletarian-materialist revolution which he envisaged that he disregarded and disdained them.

Yet why would justice and morality not be Marx’s greatest allies in his ultimate project of human emancipation? The brief answer is that Marx thought that their transformation was as inevitable as the transmutations of Nature: one could only hasten the emergence of what was as certain to occur. More than a century later, we may more easily see that neither morality nor justice are ensured by productive force development, nor by change of class rule. Life may, on the contrary, be diabolically sacrificed to system demands unless accountable to deeper structural regulation by life-coherent standards.

10.3. Back to the Beginning: The Invisible Realms of No Justice

The key and canonical idea of justice itself from Plato and Aristotle on – not to mention in the religions of Judaism and Islam - is “to every man his due”. The masculine pronoun reveals the masculine bias of the ages, but this bias is corrected by saying, “to every human being what is due”. Such a phrase is not current, but it re-sets comprehension towards taking into account the majority of human beings long ignored by theories of justice – slaves, hired workers and women until workers’ and women’s suffrage in the last 175 years, and still today children and young people who remain with no place in known theories of justice. Under law, they are classified as the legal “possessions” of their parents.

We may identify here an underlying pattern - the a-priori erasure of rights and justice for those persons who are not property owners but possessed by others as a form of property. It is only by moving to these underlying, prior rights of private property that we are able to see this silent line of non-justice for those who are under the private
possession of another – the dark side of justice and rights which is normally kept out of view. Private property by definition grants the proprietor the right to direct and use its contents and exclude all others from doing so, including the possessed life of people and natural beings unless legally enforced limits are prescribed to this possession.

A society’s rule system decides this, and it evolves to objectively higher levels the more human and life conditions are coherently protected in transgenerational development. One cannot thus now legally own other human beings as slaves, although for most history across continents the privileged could and did. One cannot either legally own a woman as chattel without consent and alienate her as one chooses, although this right still continues in some cultures today. One cannot legally destroy or pollute all forms of life and life conditions in privately owned Nature, but these are now understood as requiring protection. One cannot beat one’s children or starve them under criminal law in industrialized countries, but the right of life and death over one’s children, servants and wives prevailed from biblical ages to effectively many countries today.

10.3.1. The Progress of Civilization and Its Retarding Limits

In short, we have a very mixed picture of justice and rights for human beings (and other life), and it continues into the present – but with a rising line of human and non-human life which is protected by evolving social rule systems.

Limits on the use of property in life marks the progressive pattern of civilization, but such limits are usually fought tooth and nail by proprietors of slaves, women, children, natural life and, still sweepingly today across the world, bought labor. Herein lies the unseen moving line of civilization’s advances and retardation. Yet this very line of humanity’s moral advance and continuous opposition to it is invisible in most philosophy of justice until limits have become instituted led by thinkers outside the accepted mainstream. While such limits advance towards non-slavery in people and equal rights for women in developed and socialist societies, they remain retarded in corporate use of natural life supports systems, and have regressed with bought labor. Human labor rights do not exist in transnational trade law since 1988, the year of passage of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), which has been the global prototype of an historical reversal of these life-protective rights since.

Throughout this process of reversal, however, the ideal of “equality of rights” has been near-pervasively proclaimed, while the concept of “equality” has been a lead issue of debate among philosophers in central institutions and journals. Yet as we will soon see, “equality” is a chameleon concept which admits of vast inequalities in its name.

10.3.2. Life-Value Onto-Axiology: Justice for All that Lives

While non-human and pre-adult human life as well as, more strikingly, human labor have no place in any known general theory of justice, they are necessarily included along with the young and women within a life-value framework. For life-value onto-axiology, that is, justice is a concept which includes all that lives so far as it acts and feels, with correspondingly more life-value as it bears thinking consciousness beyond immediate identity with the body.
Before we move to justice and rights for human beings, however, the central issue of this chapter, we may briefly summarize life value onto-axiology on justice for animals by two principles explained in prior chapters, which sharply contrast with their normal exclusion in received theories of justice. For life-value onto-axiology, as we have seen:

i. there are no rights or justice for animals in Nature whose ecosystems regulate numbers, biodiversity and food supplies by predation and food cycles which human beings develop beyond by rule-making to protect life;

ii. human relations with other animals follow the principles of life-value ecology in which species reproduction and biodiverse flourishing are protected and enabled as justice to Nature;

iii. human relations with livestock and domestic animals conform to the live-value principle of allowing their life-capacity ranges to be expressed consistent with non-harm to other life.

These principles constitute “the just treatment of animals”, and are explained inter alia in Sections 8.1.1, 8.2.3, 8.6 and 8.7.3.1. The remainder of this chapter is concerned solely with justice for organic human beings.

10.4. Who Deserves Justice? The Inner Logic of Received Doctrines.

While the unifying idea of justice as “rendering to each his due” holds across theories and times, it admits of many opposing variations. What is due to each has been the primary question posed by philosophy, but, as we have just seen in Section 10.2, who is entitled to justice is an even more basic question which is assumed away in various ways. Modern philosophy’s underlying defining principle of who deserves justice is unexamined. Yet it assumes exclusions which are quite breathtaking in substance and scope. In its modernly dominant “social contract” form, it implicitly rules out all life on the planet except what can rationally agree to contractual terms. That is, this “social contract” tradition which has reigned over the philosophy of justice for over 400 years from Thomas Hobbes, John Locke and Jean-Jacques Rousseau always presupposes agreement to a contract as the basis of justice in terms of which all its terms are decided.

We may observe here the external world of market contract operating pure type as the silent ruling paradigm – a presupposed model that rules out all those who do not think or agree in these terms, such as indigenous peoples and the young, and others we will see. This sweeping principle of exclusion from justice is seldom explicit in modern philosophy, but it is a methodological assumption to which all established forms of philosophy of justice still conform. In law, contractual relation is the silent ultimate logic of modern justice with no life-value meaning.

10.4.1. Who Is and Is Not Seen: The Standard Biases of Justice Doctrines and Processes

Until contemporary times, there have been silent requirements to qualify for justice which have been assumed since the ancients although they exclude the vast majority of human beings as well as other life forms. They reveal the ruling tendency to confine justice to a special group of ascendant power. They deserve a formal listing to move beyond the implicit assumptions which have variously governed civilizations over 300
years as what we might call false justice because of its partial and sectarian nature. To be counted as one who deserves to “receive one’s due” whatever that might be, the unstated qualifications have been:

1. being human
2. being adult
3. being male
4. being a citizen
5. being a property holder.
6. being or representing a corporate person rather than the human labor it buys.

These discriminatory selectors have been preponderantly preconscious and unexamined over 2500 years with major turning points occurring over centuries through universal suffrage overcoming limits (3) and (5); that is, adult males who did not own property and more recently, adult females. Non-citizens thus fall through the cracks over millennia, not only slaves, but refugees and all others within a society not recognized as citizens (the adult majority, for example, in classical Greece and Rome). As with all the qualifications of (1) to (5), those not covered have remained invisible to justice doctrines.

There are many manifestations of this unrecognized structural blindness of theories and institutions of justice. For further example, in traditional law those under 21 or 16 were classified as legal “infants” - literally, “unable to speak”. In contemporary law, more deeply and more invisibly to leading doctrines of justice, the civil rights we hold dear do not protect the majority of people in their active life-hours because these are purchased as the commodity of “labor” and are the private property of employers subject to master-servant or management rights – essentially over everything but the contracted wages themselves, if these are in fact contracted. Thus, for example, “management rights” rule out free speech, free assembly, electoral accountability and so on during all paid-for hours in or out of formal contracts.

While employees are thus excluded from democratic rights and justice in these fundamental ways, the “corporate persons” employing them are, ironically, the principal litigants for civil-rights protections against government regulations with teams of lawyers and financial powers to ensure their rights of freedom of speech, assembly, and so on which their own employees lack. Indeed the U.S. Supreme Court overturned a law requiring labelling of human consumer products containing bovine growth hormones as violating the corporation’s “right not to speak” (International Foods v Amestoy, 1996). This lop-sided design of “rights and justice” and “equality before the law” within which most people’s lives are substantially excluded from both seems a very profound and transparent injustice. Yet for mainstream philosophical literatures on rights and justice, the issue is unexposed.

10.4.2. The Ruling Value Syntax behind the Justice and Rights of Globalization

Rights of justice for the tens of millions of “stateless persons” driven from their lands by wars and conflicts as well as poor children everywhere fall beneath even the rights of bought labor, which may have independent unions representing it or legal protections of society which are enforced (e.g., on safety of working conditions). Rights for poor
children and stateless people do not in general exist. With little or no money demand – the real right in this system – human beings have few life protections at all. Even the vast majority of workers have no rights to living wages, safe working conditions, or unions to win these protections. Workers are a “factor of production” to be bought in the market and managed at the lowest price possible as other commodities - with, for example, unions in the world’s richest nation, the United States, protecting fewer than 10% of private employees.

What justice or equality can remain? one might ask. The answer is: All are equal as citizens able to vote and speak freely and in their rights to become employers or employees, and all have the same right of money to buy and to consume products of their choice. We may observe throughout the ruling value syntax at work here whose essential principle is entitlement of private money demand and sequences to have and become more in market exchanges: whose international form, in turn, is free flows of capital and commodities across borders.

10.4.3. From Justice to Labor to Justice for Children

Children under parental or in parentis care are legally recognized as entitled to a kind of justice or due (e.g., life support by their guardians and protection against their sexual abuse), but not to self-determination or voice in where they live, what they eat, what they do, how they are educated, and so on. While animals led children in recognized legal rights until the last quarter of the last century, children today are widely protected against deprivational abuse by their possessors, but not by the system in which they live - whose employers may disemploy and underpay family breadwinners however this deprives their children. Revealingly, child poverty rates have not decreased, but increased in correspondence to trade and profits over the last 30 years in developed countries themselves.

Justice for human life, in short, continues to be honoured more in the exclusions than the protections. It remains true that “justice” has a deep and resonant ring of moral meaning, as it should. Yet Chief Justices attend only to what is already before the courts; Ministries of Justice focus on punishments of offenders and enforcement of private-property law; and philosophies of justice do not normally examine any of the biases of “false justice” identified above.
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